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Match Secretary: …      Score   

Please return copy of results to Rod Grinsted with or without match report for publishing on the web. 
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	<<Opposing County Team>>: 
	0: Gloucestershire
	2: 8th August 2023
	1: Brickhampton

	<<Type summary match report>>: Heavy rain on the way to Gloucester did not bode well. Hearing a couple of fourballs returning to the clubhouse made us think that maybe we wouldn't be playing. We sat down for a coffee and watched as the rain abated to a fine drizzle. Following soup and sandwiches things improved and captain Ian led the way. It was explained prior to the match that the course had been changed to the original layout and that some of the old signage should be ignored it was quite confusing and satellite watches didn't help as yardages often increased the nearer you got to the green. The rain had been so heavy that on some greens water remained but the were running true and often bounced through the green. It was a day of waterproofs on and off but it never got to heavy and there was very little wind. Unfortunately a phone call from home meant Peter Russell had to leave early and although  he persevered alone Captain Ian lost the first match by two. That was to be the only match we lost as all the others went our way and Terry Broom and Mike Venables halved. We sat down to a  roast pork dinner which must be one of the best we have had on our travels. Apparently Sunday roasts are sold out every week. The platter of various sweets was also great. All in all a great day with great company.
	Team WGC1: Ian Armstrong Capt
	Hcap1: 10.3
	Team1: Geoff lowe Capt
	Hcap1_2: 10.2
	Team WGC1_2: Peter Russell
	Hcap1_3: 19.4
	Team1_2: Jonathan Viney
	Hcap1_4: 18.4
	Game 1 Remarks: Great Day and Company Pty that Pete had to leave
	Team WGC2: Colin Bell
	Hcap2: 20.5
	Team2: Mike Slatter
	Hcap2_2: 20.9
	Team WGC2_2: Paul Bell
	Hcap2_3: 4.8
	Team2_2: J Leathern -Pugh
	Hcap2_4: 3.7
	Game 2 Remarks: A few putts the difference. Brilliant company
	Team WGC3: Terry Broom
	Hcap3: 8.5
	Team3: Eric Millard
	Hcap3_2: 21.2
	Team WGC3_2: Mike Venables
	Hcap3_3: 16.7
	Team3_2: Phil Payne
	Hcap3_4: 13.8
	Team WGC4: Ian Wood Match sec
	Hcap4: 12.9
	Team4: John Dymock
	Hcap4_2: 13.7
	Team WGC4_2: Paul Ford
	Hcap4_3: 11.3
	Team4_2: Colin Fluck
	Hcap4_4: 16.8
	Game 4 Remarks: was very close to the turn. Great to play with a couple of ex colleagues
	Team WGC5: Kevin Philp
	Hcap5: 13
	Team5: Paul Drinkwater
	Hcap5_2: 13.3
	Team WGC5_2: Roger Entwistle
	Hcap5_3: 16.5
	Team5_2: Geoff Anderson
	Hcap5_4: 22.9
	Game Result: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 
	6: [W - 4&2]
	0: [L - 2&1]
	1: [W - 4&3]
	2: [Halved]
	3: [W - 5&3]
	4: [W - 2 Up]
	5: [W - 2 Up]
	7: [W - 2&1]






	Game 5 Remarks: Great fun. Lovely company. Had a laugh
	Team WGC6: Andrew Hunter
	Hcap6: 17.9
	Team6: Shauan Pearce
	Hcap6_2: 7.3
	Team WGC6_2: Ian Mitchell
	Hcap6_3: 8.3
	Team6_2: Clive Reynolds
	Hcap6_4: 13.8
	Team WGC7: Stuart Knight
	Hcap7: 12.8
	Team7: Alistair Harvey
	Hcap7_2: 18.7
	Team WGC7_2: Steve Powers
	Hcap7_3: 21.1
	Team7_2: Sam Collins
	Hcap7_4: 19.8
	Team WGC8: Dave Clutson
	Hcap8: 
	Team8: Kevin Ashenhurst
	Team WGC8_2: Richard Allen
	Hcap8_3: 13.5
	Team8_2: Graham Richens
	Game 3 Remarks: Very good. great day out thank you.
	Game 6 Remarks: Great company, great partner and a win What more can you say.
	Game 7 Remarks: Great company . Pity about the rain
	Hcap8_2: 14.3
	Hcap8_4: 7.5
	Game 8 Remarks: Scraped through after a  comeback mad it an exciting finish
	<<Club Rep Name>>: Ian Wood
	Match Result: 6 1/2      1 1/2


